
FA 1

FIDE Arbiter Norm Report Form

I I First Name: Dirk~==================~I I Place of Birth: Bielefeld~====================~
L--F_e_de_r_a_tio_n_:_G_e_rm_an_y --'1 liD Code (if any): (2 q 0 1- 3 9 I

11 federation of event: GER

Arbiter's Name: Husemann

Date of Birth: 24.09.1969

name of event: Olympiad 2008

dates: 12.-25.11.2008 1 1 venue: Dresden~================~
1 1 number of players:~==================~

1 1 Number of rounds: 11~================~
Type of eventTeam (Swiss)

Number of FIDE-rated players:

Number of federations represented: 144

Confidential Report: (Comments of Chief Arbiter, failing that Organizer)

These should refer to the Arbiter's knowledge of the Laws and of the pairing Rules used, objectivity, ability to
cope with any incidents that arose, and consideration for the protection of players from disturbance and
distraction.

Mr. Husemanns knowledge of the laws of Chess is satisfactory. His objectivity is without doubt.

He is able to assert himself and should not get problems with any incidents.

He is operating with diligence and care. He always takes care of protecting the players from
disturbances and distractions.

Recommendation: (Delete one ofthe followinq statements.)
The Arbiter's performance

(x) was of the required standard for a FIDE Arbiter.

( ) was fairly good but he/she still needs to gain more experience.

Name: IA Ignatius Leong Signature: .

Position: Chief Arbiter Federation: Singapore date: 25.11.08

Authentication by nationaW~en:Schachbund e.V Date: 25.11.08
- Gescha sstelle-

Hanns-Braun-Straße u/ ~
Ch . ti K Fr'GS8r.haus, 14052 B"'rli . t . 7t.. r~name ns ian rause Telefon 030/3000 78 '0 n siqna ure .

Telefax; 030/ 3000 7,0 ",,..,

The organizing federation is responsible for providing the above certificate to each Arbiter who in the
opinion of the Chief Arbiter is qualified for a FIDE Arbiter norm and who requests it before the end of
the tournament. If the certificate is for the Chief Arbiter it must be based on the judgement of a
previously authorized official who should, if possible, be an International Arbiter.

When applying for an FA title, the applicant's federation must attach to this form the Tournament
Report Form (IT3) and a copy of any appeals decisions.


